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Abstract A meta-analysis was conducted of studies that
measured the effects of both age and skill in chess on the
tasks of selecting the best move for chess positions (the best
move task) as well as recalling chess game positions (the
recall task). Despite a small sample of studies, we demon-
strated that there are age and skill effects on both tasks: age
being negatively associated with performance on both tasks
and skill being positively associated with performance on
both tasks. On the best move task, we found that skill was
the dominant effect, while on the recall task, skill and age
were approximately equally strong effects. We also found
that skill was best measured by the best move task. In the
case of the best move task, this result is consistent with
the argument that it accurately replicates expert perfor-
mance (Ericsson & Smith, 1991). Results for the recall
task argue that this task captures effects related to skill,
but also effects likely due to a general aging process.
Implications for our understanding of aging in skilled
domains are also discussed.
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In a pioneering study, Charness (1981) demonstrated that
age effects in chess could be better understood by
decomposing tasks and looking at differences in the method
older adults use to perform the task, as well as differences in
the subcomponents of skill (see Salthouse, 1984, for an
example of this method in typing). Charness’s (1981) main
finding was that performance was not significantly related to
age for a chess problem solving task where players were
shown a position and asked to select the best move (hence-
forth in this article, the best move task). More significantly,
the study showed that on a task where chess players were

asked to recall the configuration of game positions (hence-
forth in this article, the recall task), a task thought to dem-
onstrate the structure of expert knowledge in chess (Chase &
Simon, 1973), there were large age-related decreases in
performance, controlling for skill.

While other studies have looked at differences associated
with aging in chess, none that we are aware of have looked
specifically at the dissociation between the recall task and the
best move task with regard to aging, despite these tasks being
closely related to our current theories about the role of chess
knowledge. In fact, nearly all the theoretically important ef-
fects identified in one of the most important reviews of the
chess literature were from the recall task (Gobet, 1998). The
prominence of the recall task dates to the work of Chase and
Simon (1973), who not only showed large basic differences in
performance on chess recall, but also were able to explain
these differences through the mechanism of better players
remembering larger chunks. Recently, the best move task
has become more important than it was at the time of
Gobet’s review for theories of skill, reflecting the observation
that it predicts skill better (Charness, 1989; Pfau & Murphy,
1988) and the argument that it represents the actual skill of
chess playing better (Ericsson & Smith, 1991).

This meta-analysis is motivated by multiple needs. The
first is to establish accurate estimates of age effects on the
two most important tasks in the chess literature: the best
move task and the recall task. This should allow researchers
to make better decisions on the power needed to test and
account for age effects using both tasks, as well as showing
to what extent these variables need to be attended to in
various designs. The second reason is to motivate more
reporting and research into this important topic. Despite all
ages competing in chess and, at times, stark differences in
performance (Charness, 1981), age is rarely controlled for in
experimental studies on chess. We expect to show that
age effects are present in the best move task despite
inconsistent past findings, with some finding a null result
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(Charness, 1981), while the Amsterdam chess test (the
ACT; van der Mass &Wagenmakers, 2005) showed a strong
negative effect (Roring & Charness, 2007). If age has a
relationship to skill and performance similar to that observed
in tournament play, this would mean that controlling for age
may give a better index of current skill. Additionally, we
expect that the recall task will show a fairly strong relation-
ship between age and performance. We hope to demonstrate
that age is an important and helpful covariate to consider
when interpreting such results. Finally, we will assume that,
controlling for skill, age will follow a linear relationship with
both tasks. While the relationship with age and skill is known
to be a quadratic (Roring & Charness, 2007) when control-
ling for skill or for the skill acquisition process in chess, the
relationship with age becomes a negative linear trend
reflecting the improvement of younger adults to about the
age of 40 and, then, a subsequent decline (Charness,
Krampe, & Mayr, 1996).

Method

In conducting the meta-analysis, we looked for studies that
reported the intercorrelations of age, chess skill as measured
by the chess ratings systems, and performance on either the
best move task or the recall task. Keywords used were
“chess and aging,” “chess and move selection,” and finally,
“chess and recall.” These were used in the web of knowl-
edge database, as well as the ProQuest dissertations and
theses database. Our search found three studies, each of
which had looked at both types of chess performance.
These were Charness (1981), Pfau and Murphy (1988),
and the ACT of van der Maas and Wagenmakers (2005).
Additionally, Bilalić, McLeod, and Gobet (2009) measured
all four variables, and upon being contacted, Dr. Bilalić
provided the correlation table of the study for inclusion in
this analysis (personal communication, February, 20, 2011).
Our sample, while small, does give a very clean analysis,
since all studies had each participant perform both tasks,
meaning that we could directly compare the joint influence
of age and skill. No doubt, more studies have measured
these variables; however, this analysis will use partial cor-
relations, meaning that we need at least three correlations:
age with skill, skill with performance (on recall or best
move), and age with performance. Since only a few studies
have been interested in age effects, the age correlations have
generally not been reported. Additionally, we are not inter-
ested in studies that looked at youth chess, since our interest
was in aging.

Of the studies, only one (Charness, 1981) primarily
looked at age, while the others reported it. Bilalić et al.
(2009) tested whether or not players who primarily play a
French defense or a Sicilian defense perform better on their

normal opening. This means that all tests were of positions
from the middle of chess games from one of the two de-
fenses. This study is the only one including an experimental
manipulation. The set also varied in time constraints. On the
best move task, the ACT gave 30 s per problem, Pfau and
Murphy (1988) gave 5 min per problem, and both Charness
(1981) and Bilalić et al. gave 10 min. There were also
differences with recall time, since while both Bilalić et al.
and Pfau and Murphy used 5 s, the ACT used 10 s. Charness
(1981) used an unexpected recall test after a rapid position
evaluation. With only four studies, it is unlikely that we
could identify heterogeneity of effects. The means and stan-
dard deviations for the studies were as follows (decimals
reported to two digits or as far as reported in the original
study): Charness (1981) measured skill using Canadian
ratings and had a mean of 1,569 (SD = 185), with an age
mean of 38.7 (SD = 15.05); Pfau and Murphy used USCF
ratings and had a mean of 1,644.7 (SD = 338.1), with an age
mean of 34.7 (SD = 14.9); van der Maas and Wagenmakers
(2005) used national ratings (mainly the Netherlands), and
the subsample had a mean of 1,874.11 (SD = 293.25) and an
age mean of 30.68 (SD = 14.83); and Bilalić et al. used
FIDE ratings with a mean of 2,308 (SD = 160.63) and an
age mean of 31 (SD = 11). For more information about the
chess rating system, see Elo (1978).

Another issue arising was that the ACT gave two best
move tasks and it appeared that a few participants had
dropped out after the first test and had not done either the
recall task or the best move task for form B; therefore, we
used only results from people who had completed both
forms and combined the sum scores from the two forms in
our analysis to maintain complete group parity. Second, the
ACT asked participants to enter the moves on a computer
within 30 s, and it was apparent that failure to do this was
correlated fairly significantly with age, r(226) = .468,
p < .001. A cardinal feature of adult aging is that the rate
of information processing for many tasks is slowed
(Jastrzembski & Charness, 2007; Salthouse, 1996), and this
has been shown even for skilled chess players doing chess-
related processing (Jastrzembski, Charness, & Vasyukova,
2006). This slowing seemed partly responsible for the fact
the the ACT is a fairly strong outlier in the best move data.
To be conservative, we will report the results with the
ACT unadjusted for failure to enter a move (termed
ACT raw) and with that factor statistically controlled
(termed ACT adjusted). This is similar to leaving out
items at the end of the test that the test taker does not
reach when trying to estimate ability, which is common-
ly done in item response theory analysis (de Ayala,
2009). The rescore metric should not necessarily be
viewed as superior, since, no doubt, it sacrifices some
meaningful variance. To analyze the effect sizes, we
used the DerSimonian–Laird random-effects method
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(DerSimonian & Laird, 1986) as instituted in the
metacor package (Laliberté, 2009) of the R-statistics
program (R Development Core Team, 2011).

Results

Table 1 shows the partial correlations from all four studies
with the four effects of interest. The ACT appears to be
somewhat different on the best move task with regard to
age. The adjusted value appears somewhat more in line with
the other studies. Table 2 shows the full results of the meta-
analysis. It shows that regardless of which ACT estimate we
use, there is little difference in the estimated meta-analytic
effect size, likely due to the robustness of the random-effects
method; however, it can be seen that the confidence interval
does change noticeably. All four effects are significant, with
age being a negative effect independent of ratings for both
the best move task and recall, while skill is positively
correlated with both (see Table 2 for all correlation esti-
mates, confidence intervals, and p-values).

An interesting question is the relative size of the effects.
Inspection of the confidence intervals confirms that skill
appears to be more related to the best move task, confirming
the assumptions of past researchers (Charness, 1989;
Ericsson & Smith, 1991) that it should best represent the
skill of chess. To interpret whether age is more related to one
test, we conducted a dependent samples t-test of the raw z-
scores to get a test of the mean difference. Using the ACT
rescore, this difference is significant, t(3) = 3.25, p = .048,
while it shows marginal significance for the raw score, t(3) =
2.67, p = .075. Additionally, we calculated the Fisher r to z
from the confidence intervals of both correlations as op-
posed to the sample size (Hopkins, 2007), because the test
based on the sample size would yield a biased estimate in
this case. This showed that the confidence interval for the
difference was 95 % CI [−.05, −.34] for the ACT rescore and
95 % CI [−.02, −.36] for the ACT raw score, both of which
suggest a statistically significant greater correlation with age in
the recall task than in the best move task (see Cummings, 2012,

for a discussion of inferences from confidence intervals).
Additionally, as can be seen from the confidence intervals,
the best move task is more related to skill than to aging. The
recall task appears to be approximately equally related to skill
and age [t(3) = 0.032, p = .768, for the absolute value of z
scores], although in a different direction.

Discussion

This meta-analysis makes several contributions. First, it
establishes that the best move task can capture an age effect.
While the initial study regarding this question found a null
result (Charness, 1981), all four studies showed at least a
negative trend (note that this was significant only in the
ACT). When combined, they reveal a significant negative
effect. This suggests that the task is indeed sensitive to age-
related decline in performance that mirrors longitudinally
measured decline (e.g., Roring & Charness, 2007). Table 3
compares the results of our meta-analysis with raw correla-
tions from a study we are conducting comparing tournament
performance with pretournament ratings across different
ages. The sample includes randomly selected tournaments
of 2,666 U.S. chess players over the age of 16 years. This
was the entire population of people we could find on the

Table 1 Partial correlations for the four studies included in the meta-analysis

Study n r & mc a & mc r & cr a & cr

1. Charness (1981) 34 .587* −.179 .473* −.678*

2. Pfau and Murphy (1988) 57 .763* −.131 .494* −.478*

3. Bilalic et al. (2009) 24 .751* −.228 .733* −.522*

4. Van der Maas and Wagenmakers (2005) 228 .838* (.813*) −.397* (−.328*) .494* −.410*

Note. r & mc = partial correlation for rating and move choice selection, a & mc = partial correlation for age and move choice, r & cr = partial
correlation for rating and chess position recall, and a & cr = partial correlation for age and chess position recall. Alternate scoring controlling for
degree of failure to respond in Van der Maas and Wagenmakers (2005) is shown in parentheses

*Significance < .05

Table 2 Results of meta-analysis

Effect r 95 % CI p

Age and move selection
(ACT raw)

−.279 −.120 to −.420 <.001

Age and move selection
(ACT rescore)

−.277 −.175 to −.373 <.001

Skill and move selection
(ACT raw)

.762 .642 to .846 <.001

Skill and move selection
(ACT rescore)

.758 .661 to .829 <.001

Age and chess recall −.486 −.356 to −.597 <.001

Skill and chess recall .512 .423 to .591 <.001

Note. All rating results control for age, and all age results control for
rating (n = 343)
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2009 FIDE (the international sanctioning body of chess)
tournament list that gave an age, who played in the U.S.
and played in a tournament within 5 years of the FIDE list
we used. These data also allow us to confirm that the
assumption of linearity we made in our analysis at least
holds in comparable data. It appears to hold since a qua-
dratic effect of age is not significant, F(1, 2663) = 0.09,
p = .765, after controlling for skill. While we cannot confirm
this in our meta-analysis, the ACT for which raw data are
available also shows a quadratic effect of age that is not
significant, F(1, 224) = 0.07, p = .796, after controlling for
skill. Table 3 also shows that the skill effect for the best
move task is impressively close to that observed in actual
tournaments. It is important to note that this analysis repre-
sents both older adults underperforming their rating and
improving younger adults overperforming their rating.
Thus, after controlling for chess rating, this negative linear
effect of age predicting performance, controlling for rating,
is consistent with past research (Roring & Charness, 2007)
showing a quadratic relationship with age.

It is likely that with a reasonable number of well-
designed chess problems, researchers can expect to capture
skill at a level comparable to that for performance in a
tournament. This is very important because the best move
task allows for experimental control and manipulation and
allows researchers to measure processes through eye move-
ments, verbal protocols, or neurological data (see Schult-
Mecklenbeck, Kühberger, & Ranyard, 2011, for discussions
of the application of these and other process-tracing
methods to decision-making research). Additionally, the
best move task’s significantly greater correlation than for
the frequently used recall task argues for the best move task
as the gold standard task for representing chess skill in the
laboratory and for observing the cognitive processes asso-
ciated with chess skill (Ericsson & Moxley, 2011; Ericsson
& Smith, 1991).

The age effect seems large in comparison with the tour-
nament results. This may be due to peculiarities of the
individual studies; for instance, the larger effect size for
the ACT could reflect a differential aging effect on speeded
tasks (Salthouse, 1996), although we do not have enough
studies to confirm this. It should be noted that in the best
move task, the players must orient to an unfamiliar board
without the benefit of prior planning. It is possible that this

is more difficult for older adults. Even within the best move
task, it has been shown that players perform better when
they are playing a move from an opening that they are more
familiar with (Bilalić et al., 2009). It is possible that the age
effect will interact with either familiarity of position or
amount of prior planning from previous moves. In fact, a
recent study by Vasyukova (2012) showed that solving two
consecutive positions significantly changes the form of the
search, particularly in stronger players. These effects may be
related to memory as well. For instance, older players might
rely on a familiar set of openings to maintain their comfort
level with positions. These are important questions for fu-
ture researchers, although we would caution that to be able
to measure such a difference in correlations on the basis of
the size of our estimates, one would need more power than
is typically found in chess studies.

The recall task is also an effective measure of skill in
chess. However, our analysis shows that age should be
controlled for when it is used. Unfortunately, the small set
of studies identified that controlled for age suggests that this
is rarely done. According to this analysis, age is almost
identically related to task performance as is skill. The effect
of age is much greater in the recall task than that observed in
tournament performance. It also appears to be larger than
that found on the best move task, suggesting that the task
picks up on the effect of skill plus something else that is also
related to age. Recently, Smith, Gobet, and Lane (2007)
simulated the aging effect in recall performance using
CHREST, a computational model representing template the-
ory (Gobet & Simon, 1996), a theory that argues that chess
skill is based on the accumulation of complex schemata and
patterns in long-term memory. Their simulation best fit the
aging effect in recall by decreasing working memory, a
capacity that declines with age (Salthouse, 2010). The re-
sults of this simulation, in the context of our study, would
suggest that working memory capacity is strongly related to
recall of chess boards, but less so to the actual selection of
moves (or that working memory is not a unitary capacity
and that it varies across task types). This would be consis-
tent with the theoretical idea that search and selection of the
best move are supported by the use of long-term memory
representations, such as those suggested by template theory
(Gobet & Simon, 1996) or long-term working memory
theory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). Charness (1981) also
tested recognition memory and showed that it did not show
a significant age-related decline. The dissociation of age
effects in recall and recognition memory has been observed
in nonexperts (Craik, 1994), with a suggested cause being
that recall requires more cognitive resources and that the
resources recall requires are fewer in older adults. Smith et
al.’s (2007) simulation is consistent with this interpretation
and shows how chess recall might help identify what cog-
nitive resources are overtaxed in older adults.

Table 3 Results of meta-analysis on move selection (top row), as
compared with classical tournament performance (bottom row), based
on players age 16+

Study Age Skill

Meta-analysis of move selection −.277 .758

Classical tournament performance −.190 .826
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Other cognitive factors might also play a critical role in
explaining age effects. Mireles and Charness (2002) had
success in predicting recall of chess opening sequences as
a function of both age and skill, particularly for interactions
of these two variables, using recurrent neural net simula-
tions that varied the size of the knowledge base (skill) and
also parameters that could be interpreted as reflecting age-
related changes in speed of processing, decay rate for mem-
ory, inhibition failure, neural noise, and brain lesions.
Again, our results suggest that these general age pro-
cesses change recall performance more than they affect
best move performance. One explanation is that these
parameters affect performance more in a relatively
new task (chess players rarely explicitly must recall a
position) than in a vastly overlearned task such as
searching for the best move.

It should be noted that chess memory involves more than
memory for chess position, as in the experiments included in
this meta-analysis. For instance, recent research has shown a
skill difference in opening knowledge (Chassy & Gobet,
2011), which involves memorization of set sequences of
moves from a stable opening. In the original work on pattern
recognition in chess (Chase & Simon, 1973), a dissociation
between these types of memory was noted because, whereas
recall memory for randomly generated positions was greatly
reduced for experts, memory for randomly generated
opening sequences showed a striking expert advantage.
It is possible that memory for this type of information
will have a different pattern of association with age,
possibly even increasing with age as many forms of
crystallized knowledge do. Looking at aging effects in
the openings area may allow better understanding of
how highly overlearned knowledge decays, just as
studying recall tasks allows testing of deficits in older
adults memory in domains of skill.

In conclusion, this analysis demonstrates that aging af-
fects performance on the best move task. This effect is very
similar to that shown in tournaments and suggests that
laboratory research in chess can accurately measure both
skill and age. We believe that research in chess should
focus mainly on understanding the processes that lead to
accurate move selection using the best move task, par-
ticularly using experimental manipulations, as some re-
searchers are already doing. The recall task may be an
extremely effective task for studying age and skill dif-
ferences, since it appears more sensitive to them than
do other chess tasks. This age by task effect appears to
be robust, so attempts to use it to disentangle the
processes underlying skilled performance across the
lifespan may bear fruit and allow us to understand
better how older adults maintain one aspect of perfor-
mance to a much greater degree than others and how
memory changes with age in general.
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